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Let Go

Chris went to the refrigerator that dominated his kitchen
and shook his head at its contents. There was a meaty
thigh that had come from a redneck he caught two weeks
ago and the severed head of the Asian man that was with
him. Other than a few fresh veggies from the garden and a
six pack of sports drinks, that was it. He would need to
restock the pantry and soon. With a sigh, he pulled the fat
cylinder of flesh from its tray and carried it carefully to the
butcher block table in the center of the kitchen. A few drips
would need to be cleaned up later, but it had been dry
aging in the fridge so there was little blood left.

His hand selected a long, razor sharp knife from the rack,
without conscious thought. It slid through the pink flesh
easily, and he started a pile on the first of the nearby metal
plates. When it was full, he started a second stack. He
didn’t bother shaving off the mold that had begun to grow or
the hair that remained. It wouldn’t hurt anything and, as far
as he knew, it added a certain zest to the dish. When he
was done, it looked for all the world like Carpaccio. There
was no need to go through all the trouble. Neither Linda nor
Benny were picky about presentation, but even if civilization
was completely shattered that didn’t mean he needed to be
uncivilized.

He sat the tin plate on a wooden serving tray and put it



aside. The thigh bone went into the scrap bucket for later
use in the garden. He would grind it and other scraps up
and compost them. In this world, you couldn’t afford to
waste a single thing. After tidying up a bit, he took the tray
up and carried it to the cellar door. He unlocked it with a
key hanging from his belt on a retractable cord, the heavy
double barreled dead bolt thunking home and clearing the
solid door frame.

Light flickered to life as he passed a sensor, revealing the
steep descent. The stairs were sturdy, not giving out one
groan of protest under his considerable weight. An
aggressive exercise regimen and the occasional steroid
cycle kept him the size of most NFL linebackers; it passed
the time and had kept him alive for the last five years. He
was even bigger now than he had been in his prime, but the
boosts he used now would have been caught in the random
drug screenings and his career would have been over. As it
turned out, he hadn’t needed to worry about premature
retirement for that or any other reason. The leagues had
been disbanded in the early days of the outbreaks. 

He came to rest at the base of the stairs, facing four stout
wooden doors. Three of them had small hatches inset at his
head height and a small covered slot at the bottom edge.
The fourth was simply a solid piece of oak. The same kind
of double barreled deadbolt that kept the cellar door closed
was installed on all four of them. He didn’t want anyone
breaking in, or out, if they made it this far into his sanctuary.



“Linda, Benny, dinner time.” 



Thanks for taking time to read this sample! To read the
entire thing you can buy it here. I have a ton of other stories
available at Amazon and at my website. 

If you'd like to read more horror like this I can suggest my
horror anthology Through A Glass, Darkly.  





available here in paperback or at my site in electronic
formats.
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